
Director CR <directorcr@smec.ac.in>

Shortlisted candidates for Juspay further Interview Process on 27th Aug'19
CAMPUS EXPERT MyAnatomy <campusexpert@myanatomy.in> Mon, Aug 26, 2019 at 12:18 PM
To: directorcr@smec.ac.in

Dear Sir,

Greetings from MYANATOMY!!

Based on NCET test (MAPIT Lite Test) score your Students have been shortlisted for the further selection process by
one of our respected client, JUSPAY.

PFA list of shortlisted Students below inform the candidates accordingly the same.

Venue details :

Juspay Drive Date :27th August'19

Venue : Geethanjali College of Engineering and Technology

Address : Cheeryal(V),Keesara(M),Medchal Dist  Hyderabad 501301

Reporting Time : 09 : 00 Am

Ensure that the candidates will be in the venue by  09: 00 Am Sharp.

JD for your reference.

Position 1: FP-Engineer for Frontend
Position 2: FP-Engineer for Backend

Hiring flow: (Frontend/Backend)

1) Pre Placement Talk - 9.00 AM

2) Online test  - 9:30 AM, Programming - 90 Mins ( They can code in any programming language)

3) The result will be announced around 12.00 noon

4) Based on the results, the shortlisted candidates will be sharing their resume and will have the initial discussion
with HR for further shortlisting.

5) Tech interview (can be telephonic, in-person, Skype)

6) The students selected in the interview process at the campus will be invited to the "Juspay Learn-a-thon
Challenge" at our office in Bangalore, for final selection, which would be conducted over two days (we take care of
the food, travel, and accommodation from our end).

7) In parallel, Juspay will be sharing learning materials for the learn-a-thon challenge, with the selected students.

Please note: 
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1) The shortlisted candidates will be hired as Interns for Six months and will be converted to full time completely
on the basis of their performance (work performance).

2) The internship stipend will be INR 20,000 per month.

3) Full time offered candidates will be compensated with INR 8 lakhs per annum. (Frontend/Backend)

4) Job Location : Bangalore

--

Regards

Team Campus Expert

www.myanatomy.in

Bangalore

Wise To Note (Disclaimer)
1. MyAnatomy does not charge any of the beneficiaries for campus recruitment drives. Being Equal Opportunity Enabler, MyAnatomy never
involves in any financial transactions / obligations with any of the participating colleges, candidates for any campus recruitment drive as
professional fees before/after or during the event.
2. MyAnatomy does not interfere in the selection process or process flow of campus recruitment drives, it is the sole discretion of the
recruiting company to execute the event and roll-out the offers. Number of offers made will be purely decided by the employer in respect to
the performance of the candidate in each stage of selection process.
3. MyAnatomy does not influence the employer in any manner to select any candidate with job offer.
4. The recruiting company and / or MyAnatomy reserves the rights to cancel the candidature of any candidate who is involved in any sort of
in-disciplinary activities during the event.
5.  My Anatomy doesn't play any role either in the participation of college or in the final selection of any candidate respective or irrespective
of any Institution.
6.  MyAnatomy does not commit any number of jobs/offers to any candidate or Institution for any campus drives.

St.Martin.xlsx
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